Love Determination Responsibility Respect Kindness Friendship Honesty

School News
Spring Term - 2019
Dear Parents,
Welcome to the Spring Term edition of School News. As
you will read in the many articles contributed by the
children, we have had a busy term, with foreign travel,
sporting and theatrical successes, scientific
investigations and trips around Oxford and beyond. We
have marked the changes in the church year with
pancake races and our Easter celebrations and
marvelled at the changes in the seasons with both warm
sunny weather and snow in February. As always, I hope
you enjoy reading about our latest exploits in school.
Best wishes,
Rosalind Owen

A Week of Science
Welcome to our school’s science week. Keep reading and you will find out all about it. We went to
Reception and we saw a lady called Sarah. She told us to sit in a horse shoe shape because then
everyone could clearly see the science. I was the first to do an experiment. She had this thing that
was like a filter and there was water at the bottom of it. She put frozen carbon dioxide in and it
formed into a big cloud. The box said caution: very, very cold. Then she said she had an even
bigger box so she could make an even bigger cloud and it spread around so everyone could touch it
and smell it and see it and hear it. Next Sarah said we should vote for either lemon squash or
cranberry squash or strawberry
squash. Strawberry squash won
so we poured it in with the water
and the frozen carbon dioxide.
What happened next? I thought
it would turn red but it didn’t it
was white. We all tried tasting it
and smelling it, it tasted and
smelt like strawberry squash.
Margot, Year 2
On Wednesday 21st March we had
a visitor, her name was Sarah.
She showed us how to make a cloud. You get dry ice (be careful it’s -78°C) and put it in warm
water. The dry ice (because it is made of carbon dioxide) will turn into a gas straight away. The
gas will be white and it will be like a cloud. You can make a flavoured but not coloured cloud by
getting hot, flavoured juice and putting dry ice in it. It will become the flavour of whichever juice
you put in but it will NOT change colour. Arthur P, Year 5
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Explorer Dome
On Monday we went to the dome and they were talking about space and they told a story that the
Ancient Greeks believed. It was about Orion and his dog Cirius and he was a giant. Everybody
liked him because he always carried a shield and a sword and he saved people from deer and he
killed them. He once said, “I will kill all of the animals!” and all of the animals were scared so they
hid. But one animal stood up and it was a
scorpion and the scorpion stung him and he fell
on the ground. The girl in the moon picked him
up and she placed him with all the other people
and animals. Zoe, Year 2
Well, seeing the Earth was epic! We also saw the
other planets being projected, it was amazing.
There was an activity to do with the stars where
we joined them together to make pictures. It
was pretty cool. The experience was enjoyable
as we had the chance to learn about star
constellations. At times in the Explorer Dome it
was a bit scary because there were moments
when it went pitch black. But some of us also
thought this was a really fun part! The adults
also told us a story about Orion getting stung by
a scorpion, it was an interesting activity but
some of us thought it was a sad story because
Orion died.
Year 1

What happens when a material is heated up –
does it change its shape?
First we stuck the wax crayons to a clean white canvas using
a glue gun. Then we heated the wax crayons and all the
particles moved apart and changed shape when we heated
the wax crayons with the hair dryer. We used the hair dryer
because it blows hot air. It looked amazing when it cooled
down. They cooled down because we stopped the hair dryer
which means all the particles moved close together again.
Grace, Year 2

Which Type of Liquid Dissolves Gum the
Quickest?
This is what we did for our investigation. First we brought
coke, juice, white vinegar, oil and a packet of gum to school.
We left the gum in the different liquids for 15 minutes then
we compared the gum (before) to the gum (after) and wrote
down the differences between them. We found out that
vinegar and juice work the best. Ruby, Year 5

Anna, Reception
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Trip to France
In January, twelve Year 6 students went to France. They got to go cross country skiing and ice
skating. Autrans was the place they were staying. They got to meet their French pen pals who
they had been contacting for a long time. They learnt a lot about them and made lots of new
friends.
They spent a day in the French school and had lunch with their pen pals. They got to see their pen
pal’s house and meet their family. They attended a ski race in the deep snow at -16°C. After
several lessons with two French ski instructors, Jaques and Charles, some zoomed ahead but many
stayed in groups encouraging their friends along.
They went on a ski chair lift up to the top of a mountain; they were so high up they could see Mont
Blanc all the way to Italy. On the day before they left they went on a speed luge down the side of
a mountain three times. When they left they woke at 4 in the morning to get back at lunch time.
Amelie, Year 6

Prayer Space
Rachel Smith, Joshua and Lucy’s mum, came in and made a prayer space and
reflection area in the Library.
Her team made the room beautiful, not that it isn’t already! They put up beautiful
lights, played calming music and decorated the room with lovely curtains and
mats.
There were various reflection and prayer activities around the room, one of them,
which was very popular, was the bubble tube. The bubble tube was a tall, thin
tube that slowly changed colours and had bubbles floating up and down inside.
Everybody wrote a prayer on a post-it note and stuck it on the tube. Joia, Year 6

Fizzy Forgiveness – Prayer Space
I chose fizzy forgiveness because I like when I got the fizzy tablet when it looked
like an orange cloud and then it turned to an orange drink. It looked like a volcano erupting. It
was lava in a jug. It looked like the sun. It looked like orange dust flying in the air. Zoe, Year 2

Italian Day
In March Delfina (Emma’s mum) came to Year 6 to teach us
about Italy, I leant lots of new things. I learnt that Gucci
and lots of other famous designer shops were made in Italy.
Ferraris also come from It aly.
After break we had a chance to taste Italian food. There was
a seed called capers, they were quite nice but bitter.
Next we got to make pizza! Delfina had already made the
dough in the morning so we didn’t have to make the dough,
first we kneaded it. After that we shaped it in a circle then
we spread the tomato sauce and mozzarella cheese all over
our pizza. Then we added our toppings. In our group we
each didn’t want some of the toppings so we each had our own pizza slice and put on what ever we
wanted. I didn’t go with many toppings, I only added onions.
Then Delfina had to go. She left us a video to watch. It was a video from the olden days, it was a
funny video of spaghetti growing on trees. In the video it said that you have to pick the spaghetti
from a tree then you leave it out to dry. Having spaghetti is for occasions it said. I really enjoyed
Delfina coming to Year 6, she taught me a lot of things that I didn’t know. She inspired me to go to
Italy. I hope she comes again. Sahar, Year 6
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Pancake Races
Today we had pancake races. I really enjoyed it because it was fun. I did flip the pancake into the
air, running with the pan. My favourite topping is chocolate chips. Ikram, Year 2
On the first day of Lent we eat pancakes to use up sugar and fat and chocolate. At my school we
do pancake races. Today we had a terrific pancake race. I really enjoyed it because it was fun and
I ran all by myself. I tossed the pancake and I caught it. The whole school took part in the races
and Year 6 volunteered to pick up the pieces of pancake. Cristo, Year 2
You eat pancakes on the fifth of March because it is the first day of Lent and the day you give up
treats (Christians give up treats for 40 days). The pancake race was fun but messy. I went round
and flipped the pancake on my own both times (hooray!). I hope my team wins! Andi, Year 2

Visit to Beijing
On Thursday we used Mr Lindars' computer to connect to a virtual excursion. When it connected, it
was actually 5:30pm in China but we hadn't even had our lunch yet! We saw a lot of different
people walking around, it looked very busy. The lady went into different shops. We saw a man
painting small glass bottles. They were really colourful. We saw a woman dressed in traditional
Chinese clothes. She wore a red dress. We also noticed trees that had been painted white. As a
class, we thought the experience was a lot of fun, it was exciting and amazing. It was a nice
experience.
Some of us felt a little nervous at the beginning because we didn't know what to expect but at the
end there was nothing to feel nervous about. One thing we found interesting was comparing how
different the buildings looked compared to the buildings we see in Oxford. Year 1

Botanic Garden Workshop
On Tuesday 5th February Emma from the Oxford University Botanic Garden came to
visit our class. She came so that we could learn about the rainforest and get more
knowledge and information about it. She showed us waterproof leaves and about
their drip tips. The leaf was soft so that the water would dribble off it. The leaves
have adapted to their very wet habitat. We learnt that plants from the rainforest are
used for different purposes: the pitcher plant eats flies, the cotton plant is used to
make clothes and bamboo is used to make pipes and ladders. We also looked at
some spices: cinnamon, cloves, vanilla and nutmeg. Michael, Year 3
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Visit to the Brain Scanner at the JR
On Monday 11th March Year 4 went to the JR to see the
brain scanner. It took roughly half an hour to walk there.
I was excited because I wanted to see what happened
inside the brain. When we arrived we got into two
groups, my group went inside a little room with lots of
computers. In the next room was the brain scanner.
We talked to Holly (Abby’s mum) about what was going to
happen. Holly explained that whoever went in the brain
scanner had to take off any metal that was on them. This
was because if they had earrings on then the earrings
would pull towards the scanner. The person in the
scanner had to wear scrubs. These were hospital pyjamas.
It was time for Stuart to go into the MRI scanner. He put on scrubs and ear plugs and laid down.
Once we’d seen his brain we asked him some questions like: what meals did you have last week
and the 17 times table. When he did stuff different parts of his brain lit up.
Soon it was time to swap groups. I was excited to learn more about the brain with Miriam. We had
to climb up a lot of stairs. Once we got there we sat on comfy chairs and looked at the big screen
in front of us. Miriam talked about choosing 10 people who couldn’t juggle and putting them in the
scanner. Then she told them to do 6 weeks of half an hour juggling. After these 6 weeks she put
them back in the scanner and saw how much their brain had changed. When she had finished
telling us about it Miriam asked us the question, whose brain changed the most, the people who
juggled the best of the people who worked the hardest? We voted and all thought it was the
people who’d worked the hardest.
Finally it was time to go back to school. I enjoyed the trip and would recommend it to anyone who
is offered the chance to go. As we walked back to school, I felt calm and happy. Finja, Year 4

Brain Workshop
Once a week, for three week, Holly (Abby’s mum) came and taught us about the brain and the
parts of a neuron. During the time she was here we did certain exercises such as seeing how fast
we could read out a list of the names of colours coloured different colours: red, blue, yellow.
In the first lesson we made neurons out of plasticine and named the parts (dendrites, receptors
etc.). We joined a big chain as it happens in our brains and wrote our names next to the ones we
made.
Over the next lessons we did some difficult tasks Holly had made up. Once we learnt if children had
more brain cells than adults. Apparently at the age of 10 you are at the height of the amount of
knowledge you can take in. It was very fun and it helped us learn a lot and we all enjoyed it very
much. Joseph, Year 6

Edina Trust Bulb Project
This year, Year 3 entered the Edina Trust Bulb Project which runs all
across the UK. It is where you plant a bulb and care for it. We
monitored rainfall and temperature from October until the end of
March. We planted a crocus and daffodil bulb each. There were also
some mystery bulbs which turned out to be tulips. Some of our bulbs
didn’t flower. Those that did flower were really beautiful. We will be
looking at the results from the Edina Trust next term. Gwen, Year 3
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Anglo-Saxon Day

On Wednesday 16 January, Year 5 were woken up from their day-dream with the sound of a war
horn. A man fully dressed in armour jumped out of nowhere and shouted. He showed us some of
his weapons which were spears, swords, slings, daggers etc. We also got to feel the weapons,
wear the war helmets and try to hold the chain mail that weighed 15kg!! Mia, Year 5
In the morning we just came in and everyone was
dressed up as Anglo Saxons. In front of us were:
helmets, axes, bow and arrows, animal rugs. Before
lunch we acted out the first part of Beowulf. We also
learned a board game, he told us how to play and the
three rules. We played 2 matches and we lost both. My
favourite part was the acting
and the fighting gear.
Zaid, Year 5
In the afternoon Hrothgar told
us the second part of Beowulf,
we acted it out as he spoke.
Ethan played King Hrothgar,
Louis played Beowulf. At the
very end we did Beowulf’s funeral. Lucy pretended to murder Izzah to
put in with Beowulf’s dead body. They also put him on a shield.
Hrothgar then blew the horn and we marched around Beowulf.
Unfortunately that was the end. Annie, Year 5
The thing I enjoyed the most was the story acting because in one part I
got to be a main character, but being any character could still be fun. I
loved pretending to be these characters. My final thought is that when
you’re acting as a character in Beowulf sometimes you really act like you
are them. Mimi, Year 5
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World Book Day
Alexandra: I dressed up
as Mary Poppins and I
did an activity with Mr
Lindars the Dingle
Dangle Scarecrow. It
was fun. I did an activity
with Mrs Archard. We
made stick men.
Mariyah: I was a
princess and I was from
a book called Rupunzel.
My favourite activity was
the stick man that we
did in Year 2.
Talal: I was dressed up as a big bad wolf from the three little pigs.
Mustafa: I chose to dress up as Horrid Henry. My favourite activity was with Mrs Pope because Mrs
Pope was dressed up as a funny person. My second favourite activity was with Mr Lindars because
we got to use musical instruments.
Anna: I dressed up as Elsa because she is one of my favourite characters. My favourite activity was
with Mr Lindars because we got to sing and play instruments.
Leo: On World Book Day we went to different rooms. My favourite one was Mrs Archard's room.
This was because we made stick people. My second favourite was the library because Mrs Pope
read a story and said she would eat us. The story was called the House on Chicken Legs. I liked Mrs
Hastings because she read us a story.
Ella: I was Oi Dog because I like dogs. My favourite activities were with Mrs Pope and Mr Lindars. It
was so fun I loved World Book Day! Year 1
On 7th March our school had World book Day.
Miss Billingham dressed up like a witch! She wore
a silky black dress with a matching hat. My first
activity was to write ingredients to make a potion,
that activity was with Miss Billingham.
My next activity was with Mrs Wilson we were
colouring book pages. Not all of it, we could
circle words and colour the rest to make a picture.
Then we went to Miss Smith’s class to have a
music quiz. It was really hard! After lunch we
had a visit from Claire and Elaine, we got to look
at different types of crosses. (Elaine is our church vicar).
At the end of the day, I realised it had been one of the best days of school. Elisabeth, Year 4
On world Book Day I came dressed up as Carter from the world of superstars. As usual people
came dressed up as many different characters. One of the activites was where Mrs Owen made us
listen to old music and try and figure out which song matched the picture. LJ, Year 5
For World Book Day we got to dress up, I dressed up as Willy Wonka and my brother was an
oompa loompa. We did lots of activities, one of them was an emoji book challenge. Different
emojis were put together and we had to guess what book they represented. It was hard but fun.
Owyn, Year 5
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Trip to London
On a Wednesday 23td January some of Year 6 went
to London with Mrs Owen. We went on the train and
the tube. We went to Buckingham Palace and
Trafalgar Square and the Natural History Museum. It
was fun in the Natural History Museum because we
got to see lots of animals and birds. I got a dinosaur
from the shop. Then we got back on the tube and
the train and went home. The train ride was very,
very long and we played a game on the train. When
we got back we waited at the bus stop and the bus
came and we went home and I told my mum about it.
Harvey, Year 6
When we got off the train, we
went to Buckingham Palace
and saw the guards change.
They played some dramatic
music and marched around a
bit. We took a few photos.
Then we walked to Trafalgar
Square. We climbed on
Nelson’s Column and took
some more photos. We took
the Underground to the
Natural History Museum and
had our lunch there. We went
around the museum. There
was a blue whale skeleton and
a moving model of a
tyrannosaurus rex, part of a
very large display about dinosaurs. My favourite exhibit was a case full of rocks. One had crystals
coming out of it that were so thin they looked like fur and another looked like a pile of green foam,
My personal favourite was one that looked like a pile of whipped cream with squares of chocolate
on it. Then we went back to Marylebone and caught the train home. Nat, Year 6

Youth Strike 4 Climate
On 15th February myself, Jack, Joseph, Ava and Ben went to a protest to stop climate change. A
few hundred, possibly thousand, children walked out of school to protest against the major issue of
climate change. At the protest there were speakers who gave inspiring talks and then we walked
around the street shouting things like: Say Hey, Say Ho, Say Climate change has got to go!
The reason for myself going on this is that climate change is an unignorable matter yet our
government still won’t do anything about it.
There were some clever signs saying things like: the temperature is rising but so are we, and march
now or swim later, and, my favourite, I’ve seen smarter cabinets in IKEA. Protests will carry on for
however long it takes for the government to take action.
I hope to see you on the next march. Alec, Year 6
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The Playhouse
On Wednesday 3rd April 2019 Year 5 went to the theatre. From November to December a lady
called Renata did acting and made plays with Year 5. The plays that we wrote were sent to the
Playhouse. From each class one group got chosen by professional actors. From St Michael’s Ben
and Bertie won and we got to watch Ben and Bertie’s play being acted by professionals. At the end
Ben and Bertie got a certificate signed by the actors and shook the Mayor of Oxford’s hand.
Hasnain, Year 5
On Wednesday 3rd April Year 5 visited the Oxford Playhouse to see 11 plays. These were written by
children from many different schools and St Michael’s was one of them. 296 plays were submitted
but only 11 were performed. Bertie and Ben’s play was one of the 11! It was very enjoyable to see
all these plays. One of the plays included flour! It was very messy but very fun. My favourite
plays were called Pancake Problems and The Mystery of the Missing Ring. Many others were nice
but these stood out to me. We walked from school with Mrs England and Mrs Caballero-Martin. On
the way back most of us were very tired. We all had a lovely day. Manal, Year 5
From November to December a lady named Renata came to St Michael’s and taught us about
acting. Starting with miming, moving to being objects then to acting a celebration that went
wrong. (Lucy and I worked together and had problems with a chainsaw.) The rest of the time we
wrote play scripts and acted them out to the class. When we had finished typing up our play scripts
we sent them off to the Oxford Playhouse so they could get marked and the play that was the best
in the class would be acted by the Oxford Playhouse actors in front of 9 schools/11 classes that
entered. Bertie and I won the competition so our play was acted with the other 10 plays. When
the winning plays had been acted out, the writers of the plays went up on stage and shook hands
with the Mayor of Oxford while he handed us a certificate. Benjamin, Year 5
I and my friend Ben won the drama
competition. What you had to do in this
was write a script by yourself, in a pair
or in a group and the theme was
celebrations that go wrong. One play
was called The Mystery of the Missing
Ring. Our teacher was called Renata
and she taught us all about drama and
helped everyone to get an idea about
scripts. On Wednesday 3rd April 2019
we went to the Oxford Playhouse and
there were 9 other schools with 11
winners. Professional actors acted out
our play and the other plays too. There
were some changes in our play like the
thief didn’t go to prison, she went in a
cleaning cupboard! At the end all the
winners, including me and Ben, went up
on stage. The stage was covered in flour because the last play was a pancake fight. Everyone
clapped and the winners got certificates from the Mayor of Oxford. This experience was amazing!
Bertie, Year 5
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A visit from the Fire Service

Andrew, Reception

Sports News
Hockey Tournament
On World Book Day we had a hockey tournament with year 6. It was a really fun thing to be doing.
We all tried really hard to win, it was a great opportunity. It was our first time of playing a hockey
match and the coach was very proud of all of us. But sadly Year 6 won and we lost. At the end
one person from each class got a prize. From Year 5 Mya won and from Year 6 Abby won. Sahar,
Year 5

The Amazing Football Tournament
On 18th March Year 3 and Year 4 went in a taxi to a football tournament. I was very excited. When
me and my team, which was Jamal, David, Ella and Gwen went onto the pitch it felt like I was
walking on white fluffy clouds. The pitch was so soft I wanted to fall head first into it but I needed
to play matches. First we played against East Oxford. It was kick off, David passed the ball to me,
I dribbled up the pitch like lightning, I shot….but the keeper had a hand on it! Everyone played
their best but a few minutes later the match ended, it was 0-0. We sat down beside the pitch to
have a break because a different team was playing.
In the next match we were playing better than in the last one. Gwen passed to me I passed to Ella
– the score was 1-0 to us! We strolled over to another pitch, this time I had butterflies in my
stomach. The score was 1-1. Then we had lunch.
We had two matches left. For the first one we played against a team in red and black the score
was 2-3. For the last game we had to go to another pitch, I scored 2 goals and the score was 2-0. I
had a great day and I had fun. Hayden, Year 3
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Wolvercote Match Report
When we played Wolvercote, St Michael’s formation was 3,2,3,1 and we had Year 4 and Year 6
players. We started centre and we were winning 1-0 in the first 15 minutes. It was tough but we
didn’t give up, we carried on fighting Wolvercote and they scored a goal so it was 1-1. By half-time
it was 3-1 to them. In the second half we had to step up our game to level 100. Mayson, our
goalie, scored 2 own goals which was 5-1 to them. Hasan and Benji scored goals (5-3). Everyone
was forlorn but Holly encouraged us and we kept on trying. With 10 minutes left we suddenly had
a chance but we messed up. At first we were angry at each other but then we weren’t. The final
whistle blew (5-3), we were devastated. Hasan, Year 6

Year 6 Girls’ Football Champions – Oxford 7 a side winners 2019!
It was a wet and soggy afternoon on the day we went to play football. Abby, Erica, Jonia, Joia,
Nicole, Arfah and I were very excited but also a tad nervous. We had worked so hard to get here
and we didn’t want to put all our work to waste. But we knew even if we lost we still tried our
hardest – it would be nice to win. Before we knew it we were no longer scared; instead we were
happy playing leap frog. The clocks ticked by and soon we were standing on the field shivering
despite the sun, which peeked up from behind the clouds. Ruth, Year 6
We played Windmill first, it was a tough match and
ended in a nil-nil draw. We had a break we were up
against East Oxford (one of our rivals) next. We played
well - the ball mainly being in their half. After endless
shooting I scored our first goal of the tournament. The
game ended 1-0 to us. We watched two other games,
we were on again up against Rose Hill. We scored
within the first two minutes, almost straight away we
conceded meaning the score was 1-1, we had to score.
One minute to go we scored, finally. We had made it
into the final.
The final was St Michael’s vs East Oxford; it was a tight
game, we scored in the 5th minute. But they scored just
before the whistle. It went to extra time and, since
nobody scored, it went to penalties. I was in goal and
took the first penalty. I scored! East Oxford’s turn, they
missed! Nicole was up next; she missed. East Oxford
scored; everyone else missed until it was back round to
me, I scored. All we needed was for East Oxford to
miss. They did. WE WON. Abby, Year 6

Sport at the Ferry Centre
On Tuesday 22nd January, Year 5 went to Ferry Sports Centre to compete against other schools.
We were doing different types of sports and my favourite one was the obstacle relay. I was really
scared when it was my turn to do the obstacle relay, but now I want to do it again and again. My
favourite part of the day was the SNOW! It started snowing when we were walking back and all
the girls sang Let It Go! Sadly, we lost and came 8th, but I still liked it. Hannah, Year 5
The thing that I most enjoyed was the walk in the snow. We all came home soaked and had to
change. I also really enjoyed the soft javelins and I threw a good distance of 8 metres, forty. We
had an obstacle course too and it was a very fun experience. Izzah, Year 5
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Living Rainforest
On Wednesday 27th March we going to the
Living Rainforest. My partner Tom and me
watched fun TV. When we be in the Living
Rainforest I am so excited. The first thing
we put our things in the house.
Next we walk in the Living Rainforest the
first animal I found dark blue frog and then
the toucan, my favourite animal in the
Living Rainforest. Maybe we walked one
hour.
After that we played in the playground I
play with my friends in the circle game. We
played 15 minutes then we came back to
the glass house. After all of this we walk
like half an hour. In the half hour I see
some animals.
Finally we eat our lunch and then we come
back to the school. Moayad, Year 3 (who

has been learning English since September)
Year 3 went to the Living Rainforest to test our knowledge about the rainforest. First we were split
into two groups and we followed our tour guide into the tropical and humid glass houses. The first
thing the tour guide told us and showed us was the pitcher plant. The tour guide told us that if a
fly lands on top of it the fly will fall in. Since our tour was about amazing adaptations she told us
about all the amazing adaptations the plant had.
Next we saw the red crested turaco. Apparently the turaco had something called zygodactyl claws
which means two front claws and two back claws to grip. The red crested turaco is an endangered
bird and there were two in the cage because they wanted them to mate so that they can try and
get more turacos.
Then our guide showed us some really big leaves. The adaptation is for the plant to reach the
sunlight to grow. They had really big drip tips on these.
In the next glass house we looked at the hissing cockroach. I found out that the hissing cockroach’s
adaptation is it hisses to make its predators feel like there’s a snake around. After that we went to
see the sloth. We could not see the sloth because it was hiding. So because we couldn’t see the
sloth we went to the playground and to the shop. All the toy sloths were a lot of money so I
bought a poison dart frog.
Overall I really enjoyed the day. My favourite bit was trying to spot the sloth. I learned a lot from
out tour guide. I would recommend this place to go and visit. Ella, Year 3
We saw a bunch of pale green leaves and dark brown trunks. Our guide
told us that there was a sloth called Cinnamon somewhere up in these
trees. No one could find him because one of his adaptations was to
blend in with his surroundings. Finally I spotted Cinnamon sitting on top
of his wooden house, clinging on to a rough dark tree trunk with his
sharp claws.
Then our tour guide showed us the agouti. It is part of the guinea pig
family and it can dig large holes in the ground. The agouti acts as the
gardener of the rainforest like a squirrel in the wood. Some agoutis can
roll up in to a ball but this one couldn’t.
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Next our guide took us to a little wooden bridge. I looked down and saw three tiny turtles gliding
across the water with their legs out. There was a loud rushing waterfall for the turtles at the end of
the room.
After lunch we went back to the glass houses. I noticed tiny black little monkeys called pygmy
marmosets. They were 20cm tall and made tiny little squeaky noises. We saw the Chinese water
dragon sitting on top of a branch. It lay there not moving a muscle, only opening an eye. Finally
we saw the last few animals, the toucan and the blue poison dart frogs. The frogs won’t harm you
at all if you touch them but if the poison goes inside a cut on your body they can really hurt you.
The toucan is only 3 months old and he kept flapping around when he smelt food. Sophia, Year 3

Rainforest Art by Year 3
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Young Art Oxford Exhibition
The following children’s art works have been selected for the Young Art
Oxford exhibition: Rosa, Cristo, Ella, Gwen, Elara, Louis and Joia. Rosa has
been awarded the Ruskin School of Art Award for the most brilliant use of
colour. The exhibition is held at the Ashmolean Museum between the 2nd
and 4th of May.

Visit to the Museum of Natural History
Year 6 went to the Museum of Natural History to go to a workshop about evolution and to learn
about different animals and their habitats.
When we reached the Museum we went into the workshop and the man there showed us an
(artistic) replica of the assumed original animal that all other animals evolved from. Then he
showed us how the children of that animal may have had stronger legs that come from the parents
and how species evolve over time.
Then we went into groups with i-pads and went on a trail around the museum made by Steve
Backshall. Jack, Year 6

Able Writers Day
On Tuesday 2nd April me (Genevieve), Sabrina, Joseph, Freya, Isabella and Iden strolled to New
Marston Primary School with Lydia. At last after a tiring journey we made it. There we sat round
silver tables accompanied by round stools attached to the tables. There was a lady with a slightly
wrinkled face with tidy short hair the colour of a rainy day. She wore an emerald sweater and dark
grey trousers. Next she called us all to hush.
“I have the best job in the world. Can you guess my job?” she asked us. Sabrina guessed author
and she was correct. “I am Heather Butler,” she told us and then she told us about her book, Us
Minus Mum, it was based on her two sons. Did I mention that there were many more groups of
schools? The she told us even more about her book The Milkshake Detectives (I am so excited
about reading it because she gave me a copy and signed it!) She told us about people watching
and never to get bored when you’re out shopping with you mum.
I’m only going to tell you about how she came up with her characters, or we would be here for
AGES! She first came up with Rhino (Ryan, but everyone calls him Rhino) when she met a boy who
was being really fussy with his mum. She came up with Charlie (a girl) when she met a girl and her
mum having loads of fun together drinking milk shakes.
After that we read a teeny story about a prince called Dave and a dragon called Dougie. Then she
told us how to set out a story:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Someone does something
Something goes wrong
A load of rubbish goes in a bin with a lid: LID – loss, injury, disappointment
It all gets sorted out

Pretty easy!
After lunch we played a game with six bags, each bag had objects in them. We rolled a dice and
pulled out an object. From these we created a scientist who was 30 with fizzy scarlet hair, a cobalt
blue jacket and brown shoes with a point that had a propeller and honey on the bottom to help
them slide across the floor. There was another thing to do with a sofa and piano but we can’t talk
about all of that. I really really desperately want to do it again! Genevieve, Year 3

Love Determination Responsibility Respect Kindness Friendship Honesty
International Evening

Ensemble Zohra, the first Afghan Women’s Orchestra
On Thursday 14th March Year 4 and Year 3 went to town to see an Afghan orchestra. It took us
about half an hour to get to the church where it was going to happen. When we got there we got
told to go upstairs; it was a good view of the people and the instruments.
The sound of the instruments was amazing! All the people were playing in perfect harmony. The
youngest instrument player was only 12 years old he played the drums and he was outstanding.
They played 4 or 5 pieces of music. Most of the instruments they played I had never heard of until
then. One of the people is a teacher at the University where most of the orchestra go. His dad
composed 2 of the pieces they played. They played one piece I know.
On the way back there were a few injuries but nothing serious. Kier, Year 4

Why is Easter Special?
Easter is special because Jesus gave us eternal life earned with bitter sacrifice. Although Jesus died
He rose again so it shows that Easter is a mix of joy and pain.
So many people don’t understand the qualities of Easter so it’s important to tell them.
To begin with Jesus gave His life for us like it says in John 3:16: God so loved the world that He
gave his only son and that whoever believes in Him shall not die but have eternal life.
Even though he died He rose again to show that He was the almighty son of God.
Remember that Jesus shows his love even though we don’t deserve it. David, Year 4

Year 6 re-create Michelangelo’s Last Supper

Love Determination Responsibility Respect Kindness Friendship Honesty
Year 4 has discovered that the idea of the Easter egg hunt comes from Germany. We’ve been
thinking about the symbolism of the Easter egg and how Christians hunt for eternal life.
We have created a poem to celebrate this.
Adults hiding Easter eggs, wishing they were children again,
Children becoming ravenous for the entertainment,
And the chocolate!
As we search for the prize.
Go and find the chocolate treasure,
Chocolate delights hidden from sight.
Sweet and bitter chocolate,
Sweet like the eternal life earned through bitter sacrifice.
Are you ready to find treasure?
Hidden treasure,
Hidden in every nook and cranny is a symbol of new life.
Our eyes twinkling like diamonds.
Eggs in the shape of the tomb,
Promising that Jesus will rise again.
Eggs as tasty as love,
Filling us up with joy just like Jesus does.
We search like explorers,
For an extraordinary prize!
Feeling them and smelling them,
Chocolate egg in shining armour.
Feeling like we’re in heaven,
Pure delight!
Feeling our hearts fill with love,
Golden Easter egg opening the door to possibilities!

